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Zirconia locating pins for
welding

~40

times higher useful
service life, and
~13 times
reduction in hard
entry instances.
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Projection welding process is a type of resistance welding
process where welding is localised by means of projections
or raised sections present on one or both of the workpieces to be joined.

Customers reluctance to shift from traditional metal
location pins to zirconia location pins due to lack of
awareness about engineering properties of zirconia.

Zirconia location pins have very high abrasion
resistance which provide longer life than metal pins
with no risk of electrical short circuiting.

Zirconia location pins reduced the hard entry at
projection level from 40% to ~3%.

One of the important application of projection welding
method is in auto body assembly which consists of welding
together more than 200 metal sheet parts. Many of the
automobile industries use metal location pins in projection
welding process for auto body assembly.
The main problem faced with metal pins is that the
abrasion is frequent due to weld spatter and thereby
creates a hard entry issue resulting in considerable loss in
productivity.

Smooth polished surface of Zirconia location pins
prevents weld spatter from adhering on the pin surface
and hence solves the hard entry issue which is a major
problem in auto body assembly.
Additionally , Zirconia's low thermal conductivity,
corrosion resistant and electrical insulation properties
makes it an excellent material that can withstand the
toughest of conditions in the most demanding
industrial applications.

Zirconia locating pins ensure the dimensional
accuracy and consistency for the assemblies for
much longer duration as there is negligible wear visa-vis metal pins.
Zirconia location pins exhibit useful service life which
is ~40 times that of metal location pins. Thus there is
a huge economic advantage due to less frequent pin
replacements.
Zirconia location pins can withstand both thermal
and electrical shocks and exceptional strength of
Zirconia reduces damages to parts and fixtures .
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We design, We produce, We service.
We are a one-stop solution provider.

We customize material solutions for
your specific needs.

We ensure highest standards of quality
& customer delight always.
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